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**Diagnosis and assessment**

- Authors - J. Barnes, A. Duffy, N. Hamnett, et al.
  Article title: The Mersey Burns App: evolving a model of validation

  Article title: The responsiveness of the Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool in measuring functional recovery in the burns critical care population: An observational study
  Journal title: *Burns* 2014

  Article title: Development and evaluation of a novel smart device-based application for burn assessment and management
  Journal title: *Burns* 2014

  Article title: A new, fast LDI for assessment of burns: a multi-centre clinical evaluation
  Journal title: *Burns* 2014 40 7 1274-1282

  Article title: Burn surface area calculation instead of burn size estimation: Our opinion
  Journal title: *Burns* 2014 40 8 1813-1814

- Authors - N. S. Lymeropoulos, R. Jeevan, L. Godwin, et al.
  Article title: The Introduction of Standard Operating Procedures to Improve Burn Care in the United Kingdom

  Article title: 3D photography is an accurate technique for measuring small wound areas
  Journal title: *Burns* 2015 41 1 196-197

**Emergency and intensive care**

- Authors - E. A. Bittner, E. Shank, L. Woodson, et al.
  Article title: Acute and Perioperative Care of the Burn-injured Patient
  Journal title: *Anesthesiology* 2014

- Authors - Z. N. Maan, Q. Frew, A. H. Din, et al.
  Article title: Burns ITU admissions: Length of stay in specific levels of care for adult and paediatric patients
  Journal title: *Burns* 2014 40 8 1458-1462

  Article title: Burn resuscitation--hourly urine output versus alternative endpoints: a systematic review
  Journal title: *Shock* 2014 42 4 295-306

- Authors - M. Singh, M. Srivastava and D. Kapoor.
  Article title: AMBU-LM aura once((R)) in management of difficult airway in post-radiotherapy oral burns patient admitted in intensive care unit
**Epidemiology and Outcomes**

- Authors - R. J. Dinis-Oliveira, F. Carvalho, R. Moreira, et al.
  Article title: Clinical and forensic signs related to chemical burns: A mechanistic approach
  Journal title: Burns 2014

  Article title: Geographical analysis of socioeconomic factors in risk of domestic burn injury in London 2007-2013
  Journal title: Burns 2014

- Authors - M. G. Jeschke, R. Pinto, R. Kraft, et al.
  Article title: Morbidity and Survival Probability in Burn Patients in Modern Burn Care
  Journal title: Crit.Care Med. 2014

  Article title: Is Location of Burns Related to Outcome? A Comparison Between Burns on Extremities and Burns on Head and/or Trunk in Patients With Low to Intermediate TBSA in a Burn Center in The Netherlands

  Article title: Factors Impacting the Likelihood of Death in Patients with Small TBSA Burns

  Article title: National Trends in Burn and Inhalation Injury in Burn Patients: Results of Analysis of the Nationwide Inpatient Sample Database

**Infection**

  Article title: Peripherally inserted central line catheter infections in burn patients

- Authors - D. Egozi, K. Hussein, S. Filson, et al.
  Article title: Bloodstream infection as a predictor for mortality in severe burn patients: an 11-year study
  Journal title: Epidemiol.Infect. 2014 142 10 2172-2179

- Authors - F. Gottrup, J. Apelqvist, T. Bjarnsholt, et al.
  Article title: Antimicrobials and Non-Healing Wounds. Evidence, controversies and suggestions-key messages
  Journal title: J.Wound Care 2014 23 10 477-8, 480, 482

- Authors - S. Ono, R. Imai, Y. Ida, et al.
  Article title: Increased wound pH as an indicator of local wound infection in second degree burns
  Journal title: Burns 2014

  Article title: Dosing regimen of meropenem for adults with severe burns: a population pharmacokinetic study with Monte Carlo simulations

  Article title: Experimental phage therapy of burn wound infection: difficult first steps
  Journal title: Int.J.Burns Trauma. 2014 4 2 66-73
• Authors -T. Vaghaiwalla, S. S. Satahoo, R. Zarifa, et al.  
  Article title:- Mycobacterium abscessus Infection in a Burn Intensive Care Unit Patient  

• Authors -G. Wong, F. B. Sime, J. Lipman, et al.  
  Article title:- How do we use therapeutic drug monitoring to improve outcomes from severe infections in critically ill patients?  

Paediatric

• Authors -K. Alnababtah, S. Khan and R. Ashford.  
  Article title:- Socio-demographic factors and the prevalence of burns in children: an overview of the literature  

• Authors -K. Alnababtah, S. Khan and R. Ashford.  
  Article title:- Socio-demographic factors and the prevalence of burns in children: an overview of the literature  

• Authors -A. Biasini, M. Biasini and M. Stella.  
  Article title:- Intensive care of children with burn injuries and the role of the multidisciplinary team  

• Authors -R. D'Cruz, T. C. Pang, J. G. Harvey, et al.  
  Article title:- Chemical burns in children: Aetiology and prevention  
  Journal title:- Burns  2014

• Authors -L. Kishikova, M. D. Smith and T. C. Cubison.  
  Article title:- Evidence based management for paediatric burn: New approaches and improved scar outcomes  
  Journal title:- Burns  2014  40  8  1530-1537

• Authors -F. Liuzzi, S. Chadwick and M. Shah.  
  Article title:- Paediatric post-burn scar management in the UK: A national survey  
  Journal title:- Burns  2014

• Authors -C. Oster, I. Hensing, T. Lojdstrom, et al.  
  Article title:- Parents' perceptions of adaptation and family life after burn injuries in children  

• Authors -K. Pfurtscheller and M. Trop.  
  Article title:- Phototoxic plant burns: report of a case and review of topical wound treatment in children  

• Authors -F. Verey, M. D. Lyttle, Z. Lawson, et al.  
  Article title:- When do children get burnt?  
  Journal title:- Burns  2014  40  7  1322-1328

Physiology and pathology

• Authors -E. C. Diaz, D. N. Herndon, C. Porter, et al.  
  Article title:- Effects of pharmacological interventions on muscle protein synthesis and breakdown in recovery from burns  
  Journal title:- Burns  2014
• Authors - M. Hrynyk and R. J. Neufeld.  
  Article title: Insulin and wound healing  
  Journal title: Burns  2014  40  8  1433-1446

• Authors - J. N. Mcheik, C. Barrault, G. Levard, et al.  
  Article title: Epidermal healing in burns: autologous keratinocyte transplantation as a standard procedure: update and perspective  

• Authors - E. O'Halloran, J. Kular, J. Xu, et al.  
  Article title: Non-severe burn injury leads to depletion of bone volume that can be ameliorated by inhibiting TNF-alpha  
  Journal title: Burns  2014

• Authors - K. K. Rau, R. C. Spears and J. C. Petruska.  
  Article title: The prickly, stressful business of burn pain  

Pressure sores and ulcers

• Authors - Anonymous  
  Article title: Staff raise awareness of pressure ulcer prevention  
  Journal title: Nurs.Stand.  2014  29  14  11

• Authors - C. Aydin, N. Donaldson, N. A. Stotts, et al.  
  Article title: Modeling Hospital-Acquired Pressure Ulcer Prevalence on Medical-Surgical Units: Nurse Workload, Expertise, and Clinical Processes of Care  

• Authors - M. M. Gadd and S. M. Morris.  
  Article title: Use of the Braden Scale for pressure ulcer risk assessment in a community hospital setting: the role of total score and individual subscale scores in triggering preventive interventions  

• Authors - S. Latimer, W. Chaboyer and B. Gillespie.  
  Article title: Patient participation in pressure injury prevention: giving patient's a voice  

• Authors - S. Mahalingam, L. Gao, S. Nageshwaran, et al.  
  Article title: Improving pressure ulcer risk assessment and management using the Waterlow scale at a London teaching hospital  
  Journal title: J.Wound Care  2014  23  12  613-622

• Authors - M. E. Posthauer.  
  Article title: Nutrition: fuel for pressure ulcer prevention and healing  
  Journal title: Nursing  2014  44  12  67-69

• Authors - S. Roberts, B. Desbrow and W. Chaboyer.  
  Article title: Patient perceptions of the role of nutrition for pressure ulcer prevention in hospital: an interpretive study  
  Journal title: J.Wound Ostomy Continence Nurs.  2014  41  6  528-34; quiz E1-2

• Authors - R. Samuriwo and D. Dowding.  
  Article title: Nurses' pressure ulcer related judgements and decisions in clinical practice: A systematic review  
Supportive care

- Authors - J. Cukor, K. Wyka, N. Leahy, et al.
  Article title: The Treatment of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Related Psychosocial Consequences of Burn Injury: A Pilot Study

  Article title: The trauma bubble: patient and family experience of serious burn injury
  Journal title: J.Burn Care.Res. 2014 35 6 e413-27

- Authors - K. Hobbs.
  Journal title: Burns 2014

  Article title: A Prospective Multi-Center Audit of Nutrition Support Parameters Following Burn Injury

- Authors - C. Porter, J. Hardee, D. N. Herndon, et al.
  Article title: The role of exercise in the rehabilitation of patients with severe burns

- Authors - B. Renneberg, S. Ripper, J. Schulze, et al.
  Article title: Quality of life and predictors of long-term outcome after severe burn injury
  Journal title: J.Behav.Med. 2014 37 5 967-976

  Article title: Efficacy of a burn-specific cognitive-behavioral group training
  Journal title: Burns 2014

- Authors - L. Shepherd and R. Begum.
  Article title: Helping burn patients to look at their injuries: How confident are burn care staff and how often do they help?
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 8 1602-1608

- Authors - L. Shepherd, H. Tattersall and H. Buchanan.
  Article title: Looking in the mirror for the first time after facial burns: A retrospective mixed methods study
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 8 1624-1634

  Article title: A qualitative study of teachers’ experiences of a school reintegration programme for young children following a burn injury
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 7 1345-1352

Treatment, non-surgical

  Article title: The effect of burn rehabilitation massage therapy on hypertrophic scar after burn: A randomized controlled trial
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 8 1513-1520

  Article title: Acute pain management in burn patients: Appraisal and thematic analysis of four clinical guidelines
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 8 1463-1469
• Authors - E. Liodaki, K. Kalousis, B. E. Schopp, et al.
  Article title: Prophylactic antibiotic therapy after inhalation injury
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 8 1476-1480

• Authors - N. Moiemen.
  Article title: Reply: Home hydrotherapy in the postoperative rehabilitation phase of the burn injury patients
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 8 1816

  Article title: Effect of oral olive oil on healing of 10-20% total body surface area burn wounds in hospitalized patients
  Journal title: Burns 2014

• Authors - E. Shi and D. Shofler.
  Article title: Maggot debridement therapy: a systematic review

  Article title: Intravenous lidocaine for the treatment of background or procedural burn pain
  Journal title: Cochrane Database Syst.Rev. 2014 10 CD005622

Treatment, surgical

• Authors - M. J. Hop, L. C. Langenberg, J. Hiddingh, et al.
  Article title: Reconstructive surgery after burns: A 10-year follow-up study
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 8 1544-1551

  Article title: Contracture of skin graft in human burns: Effect of artificial dermis
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 7 1497-1503

• Authors - I. C. King, F. M. Perry and B. S. Dheansa.
  Article title: Overgrafting in burns: strategies to avoid going over the top
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 7 1417-1419

• Authors - J. N. Mcheik, C. Barrault, G. Levard, et al.
  Article title: Epidermal healing in burns: autologous keratinocyte transplantation as a standard procedure: update and perspective

• Authors - N. B. Mody, S. S. Bankar and A. Patil.
  Article title: Post burn contracture neck: clinical profile and management

• Authors - W. T. Richards, E. Vergara, D. G. Dalaly, et al.
  Article title: Acute surgical management of hand burns

• Authors - M. C. Robson.
  Article title: Wound Coverage Technologies in Burn Care: Novel Techniques

• Authors - S. S. Sofos, H. Tehrani, E. Goldsworthy, et al.
  Article title: Management of Extensive Facial Burns in the Intensive Care Unit: Introducing a Novel Device with a 4-Fold Use

• Authors - P. D. Verhaegen, M. C. Bloemen, M. B. van der Wal, et al.
  Article title: Skin stretching for primary closure of acute burn wounds
Wound Care

- Authors: T. S. Win, Q. Frew and P. Dziewulski.
  Article title: Allosensitization following skin allografts in acute burn management - are burns patients suitable transplant candidates?

- Authors: E. C. Abboud, T. B. Legare, J. C. Settle, et al.
  Article title: Do silver-based wound dressings reduce pain? A prospective study and review of the literature
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 Suppl 1 S40-7

- Authors: A. Adhya, J. Bain, O. Ray, et al.
  Article title: Healing of burn wounds by topical treatment: A randomized controlled comparison between silver sulfadiazine and nano-crystalline silver
  Journal title: J.Basic Clin.Pharm. 2014 6 1 29-34

  Article title: Up-to-date approach to manage keloids and hypertrophic scars: a useful guide
  Journal title: Burns 2014 40 7 1255-1266

- Authors: M. B. Dreifke, A. A. Jayasuriya and A. C. Jayasuriya.
  Article title: Current wound healing procedures and potential care

- Authors: J. C. Dumville, C. Munson and J. Christie.
  Article title: Negative pressure wound therapy for partial-thickness burns
  Journal title: Cochrane Database Syst.Rev. 2014 12 CD006215

- Authors: B. M. Gillespie, W. Chaboyer, W. St John, et al.
  Article title: Health professionals' decision-making in wound management: a grounded theory

- Authors: D. G. Greenhalgh.
  Article title: Management of the Skin and Soft Tissue in the Geriatric Surgical Patient

  Article title: Wound healing trajectories in burn patients and their impact on mortality

- Authors: F. Rafii, F. Mohammadi-Fakhar and R. Jamshidi Orak.
  Article title: Effectiveness of jaw relaxation for burn dressing pain: randomized clinical trial

- Authors: K. Y. Woo, T. Alam and J. Marin.
  Article title: Topical antimicrobial toolkit for wound infection
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